
Via spatial cues, extended harmonics, and full portrayal ability, this easy 
listening, musically encompassing creation fabricates it own unique listening 
environment. Non directional and flowing, this environment surprises with 
its dynamics, yet smoothly and musically captivates any avid listener within 
its ecosystem. A few moments in its presence and this Bison Tower will 
transform the languid poetic flow of music and sounds crossing its domain 
into a new world:  totally fresh, sparkling, and vital, making any home 
environment a rewarding and revitalizing one. This compact, full range 
platform shares outstanding merits uniquely present in all its sibling in the 
Bison Family, therefore expect the unexpected. Modestly sized, impeccably 
proportioned,  and easily placed within a stylish decor, its self-effacing nature 
is summarily contradicted by its stunning sonic abilities and aesthetic poise. 
The Bison Tower is a powerful and graceful platform with inherently enormous 
advantages that we believe are unique. 
Experience Totem’s never-ending quest for an affordable soul mover of the 
highest caliber. Whether with a totally simple stereo set-up via a Kin Amplifier, 
exotic Tube Integrate ,  or incorporated into a cutting edge, fleshed out 
Totem surround system , it can only make your enjoyment Supreme!

SPECIFICATION SHEET

Available Finishes: Black Ash, White Oak, Satin White
Black Magnetic grills included with Black Ash and White Oak and 
White Magnetic grills included with Satin White

Design:

Tweeter:

Woofer:

Impedance:

Sensitivity:

Frequency Response:

Recommended Power:

Crossover Frequency:

Speaker Terminals:

Break in Time:

Placement: (from rear wall)

Placement: (in between)

Dimensions Width:

  Height: 

  Depth:

Ported 2-Way Tower Speaker

1.3 in /33 mm Laser Etched Textile Soft Dome

5.25 in / 133.35mm Copper Clad Voice Coil

8 OHm

88 db

30 Hz to 30 kHz ± 3 dB

30-150W 

2.5 kHz (first order)

4 way Bi-Wire-able

70-100 hours

8in - 3ft/ 203.2 - 914.4mm

3ft – 10ft / 914.4 – 3048mm

175mm / 6.890in 

850mm / 33.465in and 864mm/34.016 in (with Claws installed)

232mm / 9.134in and 242mm / 9.528in (with Grill Installed)

A stampede through a wide open vista of dynamic, natural and extended harmonic sounds, united into a 
harmonious and brilliant horizon of musical joy.  what a birth … what a series … The Totem Bison Series!

totemacoustic.com


